Munich, October 2020

What if you could save the world?
Join act renewable, and help drive the corporate renewable transition, by supporting
multinational corporations’ transition to renewable energy in Vietnam and South East Asia.
Are you interested in working with international corporates and their carbon emission reduction
strategies, advising international and local clients on how to transition to renewable energy in
Vietnam and SE Asia? This exciting opportunity with renewable strategy advisor act renewable
GmbH, might be right for you!
Position:
Project Manager, renewable energy transition, Vietnam.
Who we are:
act renewable GmbH is an independent international strategic renewable energy advisory, headquartered in Munich, Germany. We have an ambition to accelerate and simplify the path to zerocarbon emission for multi-national corporates.
We support corporate brands and their suppliers around the world and have for the past years
been advising clients in South-East Asia and Vietnam.
We are engaged with large brands within apparel & sports-wear, hygiene/pharma, financial
services as well as industrial manufacturing.
We are a joint venture between renewable energy developer BayWa r.e. renewable energy and
environmental consulting firm RESET Carbon. By combining BayWa r.e.’s technical expertise with
RESET Carbon’s corporate consulting insights, we offer business solutions for every stage of the
corporate renewable energy transition.
What are we looking for:
We are looking to expand our team in Asia with a technical minded profile who can support
existing projects and develop new opportunities in Vietnam as well as support our colleagues in
Asia and Europe.

We are looking for a colleague with technical insights into renewable technology systems and
products and their application in Vietnam and the South East Asian region.
The ability to simply complex solution to non-technical clients is key, as well the ability to balance
multiple different types of tasks at the same time.
Flawless execution, delivering value adding analysis and recommendation to our clients to base
their decision making on, is the core of our business. Therefore, we need a well organised person
with solid project management skills and analytical capabilities, who understand the corporate
world and their approach to renewable energy.
Who are you:
As act renewable is a young and dynamic company with both clients and partners around the
world, we are expecting a dynamic and flexible person, who are able to deal with many different
and fast changing tasks, and at the same time deliver a focused and high quality services to our
clients, in collaboration with the wider team.
We expect you to be technically minded result oriented, ambitious, service minded and motivated
by working in an international and culturally diverse company with clear target to serve
international clients at the highest level.
What we can offer:
-

A job with a clear purpose, focusing on solving one of the most important and critical
challenges the modern world is facing - carbon emission.

-

An international work environment with a large network of contacts, clients and
cooperation’s, all over the world.

-

A dynamic and varied work day, with multiple types of tasks and opportunities to develop
new skill sets.

-

Direct reference to the managing director

-

The opportunity to influence and develop a new and evolving international advisory business
in Vietnam and the South East Asian region

Facts about the position:

Responsibilities
-

-

Fronting act renewables services to the Vietnamese and SE Asia regional market
Manage daily contact with our clients and partners in Vietnam
Develop relationships and mandates with new client in the region
Build network with both governmental officials, relevant NGO’s and commercial partners in
Vietnam
Be a strong “on-site” colleague for our Vietnam and regional service delivery
Deliver hands-on desktop and on-site advisor in the form of technical (site) assessment of
renewable energy transition (electricity and heating) as well as renewable training for our clients.
Close collaboration and alignment with the two parent companies RESET Carbon and BayWa r.e.
about developing and deliver services in the SE Asian market.

Location

Ho Chi Min City, Vietnam

Weekly hours

Full time

Reports to
Department

Managing Director
Central function

Preferred experience, skills and profile:
Experience

-

-

Education
Skills

Ideally, 4-7 years of experience within renewable energy
development and planning, technical advisory or corporate
sustainability
Have had commercial and/or client facing roles in the past
Experience from working in international teams and
collaborating with both local and international stakeholders
Project management and technical advisory experience within
consultancy or corporate functions
Experience with proposals and report writing
Understanding of corporate decision-making processes

-

Confident in performing site visits and technical renewable
energy assessments

-

Bachelor or master’s degree in science or engineering is preferred
Strong technical understanding and ability to put it in to the
context of renewable energy transition
Able to simplify and communicate complex topics to nontechnical stakeholders
Visual minded
Service and result oriented
Structured, organized, and self-managed
Ability to handle many different types of tasks with short deadlines

-

Personal

-

Motivated by a dynamic and international team, dispersed
around the world, sometimes with only virtual contact possible

-

Able to work in and motivated by a fast moving and small
organization
Curious and interested in renewable energy transition
Technically minded
Ambitious
Dynamic
Self-disciplined and self-driven

-

Persistent
English: Fluent in speaking and writing
Vietnamese: Fluent (Native) in speaking and writing
Power point: good
Excel: advanced

Language skills
IT skills

-

Databases: good

In case you are interested in the position, please send us a short motivation letter and a CV to Email: contact@actrenewable.net. In case you have questions to the position, please feel free
write or call (+491608019316) for more information.

act renewable GmbH,
Managing Director: Rasmus Nedergaard
Address:
Mobile:
Email:
Web:

Ganghofer Strasse 66, 80339 Munich
+49 160 8019316
contact@actrenewable.net
www.actrenewable.net

